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Performance Study of Fixed and Moving Relays for
Vehicular Users with Multi-cell Handover under
Co-channel Interference
Yutao Sui, Zhe Ren, Wanlu Sun, Tommy Svensson, and Peter Fertl
Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the power outage probability (OP) of a vehicular user equipment (VUE) device served
by half-duplex decode-and-forward relay nodes (RNs) under cochannel interference. Both moving RNs (MRNs) and fixed RNs
(FRNs) are studied, and compared with the baseline, base station
(BS) to VUE direct transmission. In order to understand the
benefit for vehicular users served by an RN, we consider practical
channel models for different involved links as well as the impact
of handover (HO) between the BS and the RNs. For an accurate
comparison, we present a comprehensive framework to optimize
the HO parameters, as well as we numerically optimize the FRN
position which minimizes the average power OP at the VUE. FRN
shows its advantage to serve its nearby VUEs. However, when
vehicular penetration loss is moderate to high, MRN assisted
transmission greatly outperforms transmission assisted by an
FRN as well as direct transmission. Hence, the use of MRNs
is very promising for improving the quality-of-service (QoS) of
VUEs in future mobile communication systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the near future, public transportation vehicles, e.g., buses,
trams, or trains, will become natural hotspots for wireless data
traffics, due to the high market penetration of smartphones,
tablets and the increasing portability of laptops. Beyond the
year of 2020, as predicted by the European Union project
Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for the Twentytwenty Information Society (METIS), it will be fairly common
to have up to 50 active vehicular user equipment (VUE)
devices per bus and up to 300 active VUE devices per train
[1]. Thus, how to improve the quality-of-service (QoS) at
the VUEs is an important task in the next generation mobile
communication systems.
The use of moving relay nodes (MRNs) in cellular systems
was investigated in the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) system as an effective
way to serve VUEs that are affected by moderate to high
vehicular penetration loss (VPL) [2]. Measurements show that
VPL can be as high as 25 dB in a minivan at the frequency
of 2.4 GHz [3], and higher VPLs are foreseeable in the well
isolated vehicles of our interest in higher frequency bands,
e.g., the 3.6 GHz frequency band allocated to next generation
mobile communication at the World Radio Communication
Conference in 2007. One of the major advantages of using
MRNs is to eliminate the effect of VPL, which significantly
reduces the outdoor to indoor signal strength. By using two
separate indoor and outdoor antennas connected through a
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cable introducing negligible losses, MRNs can circumvent the
VPL, and thereby improve the received signal strength at the
VUE. Furthermore, since an MRN can create its own cell
within a vehicle, group handover (HO) of VUEs served by
the same MRN can be performed, which could lower the
HO failure probabilities of the VUEs [4]. Thus, MRNs are
potentially beneficial to serve VUEs.
Studies have shown that by deploying coordinated and
cooperative relays on top of trains, the QoS of a VUE inside
the vehicle can be significantly improved [5]. In [6], it is shown
that in a noise limited system, using MRNs can improve the
spectral efficiency and reduce the power outage probability
(OP) for VUEs when the average transmit power of the BS and
the relay node (RN) is fixed. In [7], the performance of using
MRN where the communication is corrupted by co-channel
interference (CCI) is studied. However, the benefits of using
MRNs still need to be justified in more practical setups.
In this paper, we aim at evaluating the OP performance
at a VUE by modeling the effects of pathloss, shadowing,
small scale fading and CCI between different nodes according
to practical propagation conditions, as well as considering
the impact of HO between different nodes. Moreover, we
investigate a general scenario that considers deploying MRNs
on top of public transportation vehicles, and compare the OP
performance of a VUE under dual-hop FRN and MRN assisted
transmission with the baseline direct single-hop BS-to-VUE
transmission. To facilitate our comparisons, we also present
a comprehensive discussion about how to optimize the HO
parameters, as well as how to optimally deploy the FRN in
order to minimize the average end-to-end OP of the VUE. It is
shown that as the VPL increases, an MRN is better at lowering
the OP of VUEs than the BS-to-VUE direct transmission as
well as the FRN assisted scheme.
II. S YSTEM MODEL
We consider the downlink of an RN assisted system with
two cells: one primary cell where the OP performance at the
VUE is investigated and one interfering cell (see Fig. 1). For
convenience, we label all the nodes in the primary cell with
number 1 and nodes in the interfering cell with number 2.
We assume that all transmitters, i.e., BSs, FRNs and MRNs,
are transmitting at fixed average power and no power control
schemes are considered. The BSs in both cells have a fixed
coverage of D meters and vehicles move along a highway.
A symmetric deployment of FRNs is considered, i.e., each of
the FRNs, both in the primary and the interfering cell, is at
the same distance of d meters from its serving BS. For MRN
assisted transmission, we assume that the MRN is deployed
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Figure 1. System model, the OP performance at the VUE is investigated in the primary cell while CCI is coming from the interfering cell. HO is enabled
between the BS and the FRN or the MRN, i.e., FRNs or MRNs are constituting own cells.

on top of a vehicle, and it eliminates the VPL by properly
separating its indoor and outdoor antennas. The BS-RN and
RN-UE links are denoted as backhaul link and access link,
respectively. It is assumed that both the MRN and the FRN
are decode-and-forward (DF) and half-duplex, i.e., in the first
hop the BS transmits to the RN and the RN decodes the
received signal, while in the second hop, the RN forwards
the decoded symbol to the VUE. The same types of RNs are
assumed to be used in the two cells, i.e., scenarios such as
one cell being equipped with MRN while the other uses FRN
is not considered in this work. We assume the VUE can be
handed over between the BS and the FRN or the MRN, and
the HO decisions of the primary and interfering cell are made
independently. Therefore, the interference experienced by the
MRN backhaul and the VUE in the primary cell depends on
the transmission mode of the interfering cell.
In general, when considering only a single interference
source, the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) at a receiver (RX) can be expressed as
=

Pr (y)
,
PrI (yI ) + N0

(1)

where Pr (y) denotes the received desired signal power and
PrI (yI ) is interference power at the RX; y is the distance
between the transmitter (TX) and the (RX) and yI represents
the distance between the interference source and the RX; N0 is
the average background noise power. If the TX has an average
transmit power Pt and the RX is at a distance of y from the
TX, the received desired signal power Pr (y) at an RX is given
as
Pr (y) = Pt L(y) |h|2 ,
(2)

where L (y) models the pathloss when an RX is at distance
y from the TX. Moreover,
denotes the power loss caused
by shadowing and h represents the respective small scale
fading coefficient. Without loss of generality, we consider
a flat fading environment. In wideband systems employing
orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA), this
setup can be seen as a subchannel or a subchannel group whose
bandwidth is much smaller than the coherence bandwidth of
the channel [8, Ch. 12]. Similarly arguments hold for the
interference links. The propagation models applied in this
study will be detailed in Section V.
As both FRNs and MRNs are deployed outdoors, the VPL
does not affect the their backhaul connections. The received
SINR at the RNs can be directly obtained from (1). However,

the BS1 to UE1 direct transmission and the access links of the
FRN assisted schemes are impaired by the VPL. We assume
that both the vehicles in the primary and interfering cells have
the same VPL of value ", where 0 < "  1. Thus, for the
direct transmission from BS1 to UE1, the received SINR is
PrD (yD ) "
, and for the access link of the FRN
D = P
rI (yID ) "+N0
D
P
(y ) "
assisted transmission we have Fa = P rFay Fa "+N . For
(
rI
IFa )
0
Fa
the MRN assisted transmission, as we assumed the antenna
communicating with the VUE is deployed inside the vehicle, there is no VPL affecting the desired signal; however,
the interfering power of the MRN access link, i.e., MRN2UE1, is attenuated twice by both vehicles. Thus, we have
PrMa (yMa )
.
Ma = P
(yIMa ) "2 +N0
rI
Ma
III. O UTAGE A NALYSIS
In the presence of fading, there is always a probability that
the received SINR at the receiver is below a given threshold
to support a required transmission rate of R bits/sec/Hz. In
addition, from a QoS point of view, all kinds of services have
some minimum bit error rate or codeword error rate requirements, which can be translated to a required average minimum
received SINR at the receiver [8, Ch 12]. The probability
that the received SINR falls below a given threshold th
is usually referred to as OP. For direct transmission, the OP
at the VUE is calculated as
PoutD (

thD )

= Pr ( <

(3)

thD ) .

For the MRN assisted transmission, as we assume no fading
for the access link, the OP expression is similar to (3), but
with a different threshold thR due to the half-duplex loss,
which will be detailed in a later part of this section.
In a half-duplex DF FRN-assisted system, however, an
outage happens if either the backhaul or the access link is
in outage. Hence, for FRN assisted transmission, the OP is
given as
PoutR (

thR )

= Pr ( min (

bk ,

ac

)<

thR

).

(4)

When only considering the effect of small scale fading, the
closed form solution of OP were derived in [9] and the corresponding OP performance of FRN and MRN with various VPL
was studied in [7]. However, the exact OP expression when
taking both shadowing and small scale fading into account in
the presence of CCI with non-negligible background noise, is
still unknown. Thus, in this study, we resort to system level
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evaluations to compare the OP performance among different
schemes.
The threshold thD or thR varies according to different
QoS requirements, and in this study, we choose the thresholds
based on the achievable rate in an LTE system studied in [10]
as
✓
◆
R (bits/sec/Hz) = Bef ⌘ log2 1 +
,
(5)

tradeoff between the two aforementioned KPIs need to be
considered when choosing the values of HO offset and TTT.

IV. H ANDOVER PARAMETER O PTIMIZATION AND
O PTIMIZING THE P OSITION OF FRN S

In theory, due to shadowing, small scale fading or even the
weather, regardless the position of a UE in its serving cell,
there is always a probability that a UE can be handed over to
a neighboring BS; however, in practical systems, the probably
that HO happens when a UE is near its serving BS can hardly
be observed.
As indicated in Section IV-A, there is a trade off between Pout and Rp , i.e., they cannot be minimized at the
same time. Thus, a common approach to such multi-objective
optimization problems is to focus on one of the objectives
while constraining the other objective to a certain predefined
target. We follow the approaches in [12], and formulate the
optimization problem as

ef

where Bef adjusts for the bandwidth efficiency, ef amends
the SINR implementation efficiency of the system, and ⌘ is a
correction factor. In a single antenna LTE setup with fast time
and frequency domain packet scheduling, Bef and ef are both
found to be 0.62, and ⌘ is set to 1 [10].
⇣ R
⌘
From (5), we can obtain thD = ef 2 Bef ⌘ 1 for
direction transmission with a required end-to-end rate of R
bits/sec/Hz. However, a rate of 2 R bits/sec/Hz is required for
both the backhaul and the access links in order to achieve an
end-to-end rate of⇣R bits/sec/Hz.
⌘ Thereby, the threshold is set
2R
to be thR = ef 2 Bef ⌘ 1 .
A. The considered HO mechanism
HO is an indispensable part in a mobile communication
system to support user mobility, and to achieve load balancing
between different nodes. There are various events that can
initialize HO procedures in a mobile communication system
[11, Ch. 3, 4, 22 and 25]. In this work, we study the OP
performance at the VUE by taking into account the impact
of HO between the BS and the FRN or the MRN. We
accommodate the A3 event defined in 3GPP LTE to trigger
HO procedures, which is defined as: “Neighbor cell becomes
better than an offset relative to the serving cell” [11, Ch. 3].
Sometimes, the offset in the A3 event is also referred to as HO
hysteresis margin. In addition, to avoid the ping-pong effect,
i.e., a user equipment (UE) is being handed forth and back
between two neighboring nodes, the A3 event needs to be
observed for a certain period of time, which is referred to as
time-to-trigger (TTT), before performing the HO procedures.
In practical systems, the signal strength is measured by using
the reference signal received power (RSRP) from different
nodes, and the reference signals from different nodes are
usually orthogonal to each other [11, Ch. 22].
To improve the HO performance, optimizing HO parameters
in different scenarios is one of the main topics in current research. Based on the scenarios and UE mobilities, several key
performance indicators (KPIs) can be considered to evaluate
the performance of HO algorithms [12], [13], [14]. In this
paper, as our target is the VUE with moderate to high speed,
we adopt the KPIs and methodologies used in [12], i.e., the
observed OP, and the handover ping-pong ratio to optimally
choose the value of HO offset and TTT. In a practical mobile
communication system, on the one hand, sufficiently large
values of HO offset and TTT are required to reduce the number
of ping-pong HOs. On the other hand, too large values of
HO offset and TTT will result in radio link failures which
increase the observed OP of the system. Thus, a desired

B. HO parameter optimizations
Let M and T denote the values of HO offset and TTT,
respectively. In our setup, if the received signal power of BSto-VUE direct transmission is M times lower than the signal
power of the FRN-to-VUE or MRN-to-VUE transmission for
a length of T seconds, the VUE will be handed over from
the BS to the FRN or the MRN, and vice versa. If a UE is
handed over to a new node, and is handed back to the source
node within a critical time Tc , we consider such a HO is a
ping-pong HO [14]. For a given VUE at a given position, and
during an observation time period of To , where To
Tc , the
ping-pong HO ratio Rp is defined by the ratio between the
number of ping-pong HOs Np and the total number of HOs
Nt , given as
( N (x ,M, T )
p
1
, Nt (x1 , M, T ) 6= 0
. (6)
Rp (x1 , M, T ) = Nt (x1 , M, T )
0,
Nt (x1 , M, T ) = 0

minimize

P̄out (M, T,

subject to

R̄p (M, T,

(M, T )

(7)

th )
th )

< Rt ,

where Rt is a given average ping-pong target rate. P̄out and
R̄p are the average OP and ping-pong rate1 , respectively, with
a given VUE distribution. Let fx1 (x1 ) denote the pdf of the
UE position distribution, and for a given M and T we have
ˆ 1
P̄out (M, T, th ) =
Pout (x1 , M, T, th ) fx1 (x1 ) dx1 ,
0

R̄p (M, T,

th )

=

ˆ

(8)

1

Rp (x1 , M, T,

th )

fx1 (x1 ) dx1 .

0

(9)
In this study, since we consider VUEs moving along a road
(see Fig. 1), it is reasonable to assume a uniform position
distribution of the VUE. For the MRN assisted transmission,
as we assume no fading for the access link, for a given M and
T , the average OP P̄outM can be obtained by using (3). The
threshold th in (8) needs to be determined based on whether
1 Due to HO parameters are cell-specific rather than UE-specific, the OP
and ping-pong ratio need to be averaged over certain UE distributions.
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Table I
O PTIMAL M , T , AND CORRESPONDING P̄outM (M, T, th ) AGAINST
DIFFERENT VPL WITH TARGET R̄p (M, T ) < 0.2 FROM MRN

VPL [dB]
0
10
30

M [dB]
3
-2
2

T [ms]
320
40
40

P̄outM (M, T,
0.0159
1.9386e-3
1.9206e-3

th )

the VUE is served by the BS or the RN (see eq. ( 10) as an
example). The FRN case is discussed in Section IV-C.
We remark that the choices M and T highly depend on the
VUE velocity. To monitor the received power, the receiver
needs to sample the received signals from different nodes.
The sampled received power during the given time T can
be regarded as time correlated joint random variables, due to
the randomness of wireless channels, and the time correlation
depends on the VUE speed. To calculate the exact expression
of (6) and (9), the joint cumulative distribution function
(cdf) of the power samples is needed. The joint pdf of time
correlated Rayleigh distributed random variables is a series of
products of univariate gamma pdfs [15]; however, the closed
form expression of the cdf is unknown. If the number of
observations is big, it is even difficult to calculate the cdf
numerically. In some cases, e.g., VUEs with high velocity,
the sampled received power at each observation time can
be regarded as independent [12], [13]. Then approximations
of P̄out (M, T, thR ) and R̄p (M, T ) can be obtained, and
low complexity algorithms can be developed accordingly to
optimize the choice of M and T . But for low to moderate speed
of the VUEs, such approximations are not accurate enough.
In this paper, we are aiming at performance evaluations, and
thereby we resort to extensive system simulations by using
exhaustive search to obtain the optimal values of M and T .
C. The optimal FRN position problem
In order to benefit from the FRN and to achieve a fair
comparison between different schemes, the FRN should be
deployed in an optimal position that minimize the average endto-end OP at the VUE. Neglecting the ping-pong effect, if the
VUE is handed over from the BS to the FRN at the position
0
l and handed back from the FRN to the BS at position l , we
have
P̄outF (M, T, d,

th )

= Ex [PoutF (M, T, d, x1 , th )]
ˆ l
=
PoutD (M, T, x1 , thD ) fx1 (x1 ) dx1

Table II
O PTIMAL M , T , d¯opt AND CORRESPONDING P̄outF (d, th ) AGAINST
DIFFERENT VPL WITH TARGET R̄p (M, T ) < 0.2 FOR FRN

VPL
[dB]
0
10
30

M
[dB]
3
3
-2

T
[ms]
40
40
40

d¯opt
[m]
805
825
805

P̄outF (d,

th )

9.6516e-04
1.5686e-3
5.4094e-3

Problem (11) is tackled by system level evaluations, the same
as for (7), and the parameters used for the evaluations are given
in Section VI. The optimal FRN poisons and corresponding
M, T, and P̄outF (d, th ) are given in Table II. As we can see,
the FRN should be deployed near to the cell edge in order to
minimize the average OP.
V. P ROPAGATION M ODELS
The propagation environments of the considered schemes
are identified in [7]. BS-to-VUE direct transmission and its
interference are considered to be non-line-of-sight (NLOS).
For FRN assisted transmission, the backhaul link, i.e, BS to
FRN, is considered to be line-of-sight (LOS). This is motivated
by proper site planning, in which case the probability for the
FRN backhaul link to have a LOS connection is relatively
high. The interference of the FRN backhaul link, i.e., BS2
to FRN1, is modeled as NLOS, since the FRN is far away
from the interfering BS and LOS probability in this case is
very low (see [16, Table A.2.1.1.2-3]). Such a setup is the
best scenario an FRN can experience in practice. Regarding
the MRN assisted transmission, the pathloss of the backhaul
link and its interference are modeled in the same way as the
direct transmission.
For the access link, since the distance between the MRN and
the VUE is short (up to around 5 meters), and there is almost
always a LOS link, a constant power loss G is assumed, which
includes the effect of pathloss, shadowing and small scale
fading. As for the interference between the access link of two
MRNs, i.e., MRN2 to UE1, a LOS propagation environment
is assumed.
However, in [7], the OP performance study only considers
the effect of pathloss and small scale fading in a system without HO ability. In order to better understand the performance
of the considered transmission schemes, in this work, we also
consider the effect of shadowing based on well known channel
models, which is discussed next. The pathloss and small scale
fading models, and the choice of G are aligned with [7], which
are summarized in later parts of this section.

0

0

l

+

ˆ

D

+

ˆ

A. Shadowing

PoutR (M, T, x1 ,

thR ) fx1

(x1 ) dx1

PoutD (M, T, x1 ,

thD ) fx1

(x1 ) dx1 .

l

l0

(10)

Thus the optimal FRN position is determined as
d¯opt
subject to

=

arg

min

dbreak <dD

P̄outF (M, T, d,

R̄p (M, T ) < Rt .

th )

(11)

Usually, the average received signal power at the RX varies
randomly at a given distance from the TX due to the blockage
from objects in the propagation path, and this effect is usually
called shadowing. Shadowing causes additional power attenuation to the pathloss at the receiver. One of the most common
models for this power attenuation is log-normal shadowing
[17, Ch. 2]. The log-normal distribution is parametrized by the
log mean µdB and standard deviation dB , and the probability
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Table III
S UMMARY OF THE SHADOWING STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Standard
Deviation
dB [dB]

Scenario
Direct transmission and its interference (BS1–UE1 and BS2–UE1)
MRN backhaul link and its interference (BS1–MRN1 and
BS2–MRN1)
FRN backhaul link (BS1–FRN1)

3.4

Interference to the backhaul link of FRN (BS2–FRN1)
FRN access link and its interference (FRN1–UE1 and FRN2–UE1)
Interference to the access link of MRN (MRN2–UE1)

6
10
3

density function (pdf) can be found in [17, Ch. 2]. The value
of µdB equals the empirical pathloss between the TX and RX,
and a value of 3 10 dB is observed for the standard deviation
dB in different scenarios.
In most cases of this study, we set the values of the standard
deviation dB according to the 3GPP channel models, given
in [16, Table A.2.1.1.2-3] and [16, Table B.1.2.1-1]. However,
for cases such as the LOS BS to FRN link and the interference
between two MRNs, which are not studied in 3GPP, we refer
to the WINNER II channel models [18]. It is worth mentioning
that even though in the LOS propagation, i.e., BS1 to FRN1
and MRN2 to UE1, the probability that the direct path is
shadowed is very low, but the reflective paths can still be
shadowed. Thus, a lower shadowing standard deviation is
observed in the LOS propagation environment compared to the
NLOS case. The different values of the standard deviations and
the corresponding considered channel model are summarized
in Table III.
B. Pathloss models
The pathloss L (y) is often determined by measurements [8,
Ch. 4], and can usually be modeled in logarithmic scale as
L (y) [dB] = A log10 (y) + B,

(12)

where A is the pathloss exponent, B is the pathloss constant
and y is the distance between TX and RX.2 It is worth
mentioning that pathloss models are usually valid when the
distance between a TX and an RX is greater than a certain
value, also known as the break point [8, Ch. 4]. As the
detailed pathloss modeling is out of the scope of this study, for
simplicity, within the break point, we conservatively assume
that the pathloss is constant and equals the pathloss at the
break point distance, i.e., L (y) = L (ybreak ) , y  ybreak .
In our study, a carrier frequency of 2.0 GHz is considered
and we follow the recommendation settings in [16] for BS-toVUE direct transmission and FRN assisted transmission. Regarding the MRN assisted transmission, as mentioned above,
a constant power loss G which includes the effect of pathloss,
shadowing and small scale fading is considered for its access
2 The distance in this study is measured in kilometers. The values of A and
B given in Table IV will be different when other units are used.

Channel Model
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3GPP Urban Macro
WINNER II B5a (LOS stationary feeder:
rooftop to rooftop)
3GPP NLOS Macro BS to outdoor FRN
3GPP NLOS outdoor FRN to VUE
WINNER II B5b (LOS stationary feeder:
street level to street level)

link. In this study, we set G = 84 dB which approaches the
measurement lower bound shown in [19] under the presence
of shadowing and small scale fading. As for the interference
between the access link of two MRNs, i.e., MRN2 to UE1,
we use the LOS COST 231–Walfish–Ikegami pathloss model
[20, Ch. 7]. The values of A and B for different propagation
scenarios are summarized in Table IV.
C. Small scale fading
Small scale fading is referred to rapid amplitude variation
at the RX caused by multi-path propagations [21, Ch. 3.2.2].
Depending on the environments, there are several models
available to describe the effect of small scale fading. In this
study, the amplitude of the channel coefficients are considered
to be Rayleigh distributed in a NLOS propagation environment
and a Rician distribution is considered in a LOS propagation
environment [21, Ch. 3.2.2]. The Rician distribution is characterized by its K factor. Based on the studies of stationary
feeder links in typical urban scenarios [18, pp. 17-18], we
consider KFbk = 10 for the FRN backhaul in this study. For
the street level LOS propagation, the K factor depends on the
distance between the TX and the RX. In our study, we adopt
the model given in [18, pp. 73] and the K factors for the
interference to access link of the serving MRN, i.e., MRN2 to
UE1, is given as follows.
8
>
LMI (yI ) < 85 dB
<10
KMIac = 2 85 dB  LMI (yI ) < 110 dB .
(13)
>
:
1
LMI (yI ) 110 dB
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate and compare VUE’s OP of
the considered schemes, i.e., direct transmission and FRN
and MRN assisted transmission. The employed evaluation
parameters are based on [16], [22] and summarized in Table
V. The MRNs are placed on top of the vehicle and assumed
to eliminate VPL. The optimal HO parameters and FRN
position that minimize the overall average OP are obtained
according to the discussion in Section IV. When searching for
the optimal HO parameters, the HO offset values vary between
-3 dB and 10 dB with steps of 1 dB, and the values of TTT
are enumerated from the values specified by the 3GPP LTE
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Table IV
S UMMARY OF THE PATHLOSS MODELS

Scenario

LOS / NLOS

A

B

Break Point [km]

NLOS

42.8

131.1

0.035

LOS
NLOS
NLOS
LOS
LOS

23.5 100.7
0.035
36.3 125.2
0.035
37.5 145.4
0.035
26
108.6
0.02
Constant power loss G = 84 dB

Direct transmission and its interference (BS1–UE1 and BS2–UE1)
MRN backhaul link and its interference (BS1–MRN1 and BS2–MRN1)
FRN backhaul link (BS1–FRN1)
Interference to the backhaul link of FRN (BS2–FRN1)
FRN access link and its interference (FRN1–UE1 and FRN2–UE1)
Interference to the access link of MRN (MRN2–UE1)
Access link of MRN (MRN1–UE1)
0

Table V
S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Value
1732 meters
46 dBm
30 dBm
20 dBm
2.0 GHz
10 MHz
9 dB
1 bit/s/Hz
120 km/h
5 seconds
200 seconds
50 meters

Outage Probability R < 1 bits/s/Hz at VUE

Parameter
Inter-site Distance between BS1 and BS2
Average BS transmit power
Average FRN transmit power
Average MRN transmit power
Carrier Frequency
System Bandwidth
Receiver noise figure for both the RN
and the VUE
Normalized Minimum Required Rate R
at the VUE
VUE Velocity
HO critical time Tc
HO performance observation time To
Shadowing de-correlation distance

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1
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Figure 2. OP performance when VPL = 0dB.
0

standard [22, Section 6.3.5]. These values are (0 0.04 0.064
0.08 0.1 0.128 0.16 0.256 0.32 0.48 0.512 0.64 1.024 1.280
2.560) in seconds. The HO decisions are made independently
in both of the primary and interfering cells based on the
measurement of RSRP, and UE2 is dropped uniformly in the
interfering cell.
We move UE1 from its serving BS to the cell edge and plot
its OP for the considered setups. As shown from the results
(Figs. 2–4), the VUE is served by the BS when it is near to it,
and handed over to the FRN or MRN afterwards. Regarding
the MRN assisted transmission, from both Table I and Figs.
2–4 we can see that it gives a lower OP at the VUE when
the VPL is moderate to high. This is not only because that
the MRN can eliminate VPL but also it can dampen the CCI
from the interfering cell. As shown in Fig. 3, the OP at the
VUE of the MRN assisted transmission begin to approach
the direct transmission when the VPL is 10 dB with a small
difference due to the half-duplex loss. But the MRN gradually
outperforms the direct transmission when the VPL increases.
This can be clearly observed from Fig. 4. After performing the
HO, the OP at the VUE is significantly lower for the MRN
assisted transmission compared to other two schemes.
From the evaluation results, we can see that the traditional
RSRP based HO can be further improved for the MRN assisted
transmission. On the one hand, it is clear in Fig. 2 that when
there is no VPL even if the signal from the MRN is stronger
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Figure 3. OP performance when VPL = 10dB

but the OP at the VUE will not be lowered due to the halfduplex loss. Similar but less obvious behaviors can also be
seen when VPL is 10 dB. On the other hand, even if the VPL
is high (see Fig. 4), due to the high BS transmit power and the
HO offset, the VUE will not be handed over to the MRN until
it is around 100 meters away from the BS. The OP at the VUE
could be further lowered at high VPL, if the VUE is served
by the MRN directed from the very beginning. As discussed
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in Section IV, in current systems, the HO parameters are cellspecified rather than UE-specified. In the future system, if the
HO parameters can be adjusted based on each of the MRNs,
better performance can be expected.
Furthermore, as expected in all the cases, since the FRN
can better compensate the pathlosses, it serves the VUE
more efficiently when the VUE is handed over to it, despite
the half-duplex loss. Nevertheless, on average, it still cannot
outperform the MRN assisted transmission when the VPL is
moderate to high. But since the FRN is designed for coverage
extension, such a behavior is expected. It is worth mentioning
that, as described in Section V, we model the backhaul link of
the FRN assisted transmission as LOS but its interference is
modeled as NLOS. This is the best case one can expect for the
FRN assisted transmission, but even with these assumptions,
the contribution of FRN to the VUE is very limited at moderate
to high VPLs. Another thing that is worth mentioning is that
the MRN is assumed to operate at a much lower transmit
power than the FRN, but it serves VUEs better than the
FRN assisted transmission on average. Thus from an energy
efficiency point of view, MRN is also a better choice for
serving VUEs.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we compare the end-to-end outage performance at a vehicular user of single-hop direct transmission
(baseline case), and dual-hop transmission via a moving relay
node as well as a fixed relay node. We targeted practical scenarios by employing different channel models of the different
links, and involved the effect of handover between a base station and relay nodes. We show that in the case of moderate to
high vehicular penetration loss, a moving relay node deployed
on top of public transportation vehicles can bring significant
enhancement to the quality-of-service the VUE compared to
the direct and fix relay assisted transmission. Thus, the use
of moving relay nodes have a very good potential to boost
performance of future mobile communication systems.
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